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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

In very' recent ;rears pha.r.macologists and. neurochem1.sts have looked to 

behaTior in the hope of shedding some light on the complex actions of neuro

humors and psychoactive drugs. )Jo longer is it sufficient to know how a 

particular drug acts on the heart, or how a brain enzyme effects muscle con

tractions in vitro. lor is it enough to record vague, general observations 

about the behavior of treated subjeots. These disciplines need a simple, 

reliable, and sensitive behavioral technique to II&tch their own cheldcal 

techniques. !heY' have their bioassqBJ they now need a behavioral &8s81'. 

Fortunately', operant conditioning is able to fill this need. Dr se

lecting a simple response or bit of behavior (e.g., a press of a lever by a 

rat) and applying reinforcement (e.g., food) at appropriate tiJIles, it is 

possible to get a consistent and reproducible baseline of behavior from 

hour to hour, or day' to day. It the schedule of reinforcement is sensi ti va 

enough, various changes ift the organism's internal condition (drIlg states, 

neurohumor imbalance, etc.) should be refiected in measurable changes in its 

behavior. 

The problem for the behavioral scientist is to develop schedules which 

are appropriate for the particular study being undertaken. Han;r schedules 

(e.g., simple FR) are very' resistant to behavioral challges for even large 
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doses ot SoDle dru.gS. The usual beha.'fioral. measure tor all these studie. 

is the rate of response. low that even more senaitiTe .. &BUreS of behavior 

are demanded, other dimensions of the response must be thorou.ghly imea

tigatect. 

Since the earliest da\YB of research in operant condi tiomng, the 

characteristic measure ot behavior has been the rate of response. That the 

operant has dimensions other than rate was no dOllbt realized, but only re

cently bave these neglected dimensions oome under scrutiny. Perhaps ODe of 

the D108t potentially valuable of these reinstated measures of behavior is 

response duration. 

The defini tioD of response duration is related to the equipment used 

in studies ot operant cOnditioning. Since near17 all apparatus used in 

th1e type of research employs electrical. c1rcru.1tr,y, a response must close 

(or open) a oircuit in order to be recorded and re1nf'orced. Therefore, 

whether it 1s a pigeon peold.ng at a key'.. a rat pressing a leTer, or a child 

matcb1ng words and pictures on a matching-to-sampl.e unit, the relevant re

l1ponae is the one that closes the eleotrical circu1t, thereby operating the 

recording and reinf'oroing apparatus. leeping this situation in mind, re

sponse duration can be operatio~ def1ned as the length of time the 

el.ect.r1cal c1rcuit remains closed for each response. 

The present stud;.y includes two independent experiments designed. to 

:turn1.sh additional. information about response duration, so that this measure 

'1lIIY' be used eventually in developing more sens! ti ve schedules ot reinforce

ment. 

Bxper.l.aent I oontimes the reoent studies or response duration in rats. 
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In an;y apparatus employiDg a leT81" (or bar) and Dderoni tch cOlJl.b1nation" 

reinforoement can be received only when the animal presses the bar with at 

least the Ddn.i..mwa toree required to overcome the combined resistance of the 

bar and springs of the microswitch. In effect .. the animal is placed. on a 

foroe oontingency schedule. For example" a 15 gm. force oontingency schedu.le 

requires a rat to exert at least 15 gm. of force to overoome the resistance 

of the bar and m1~roswitch" 1.e., no bar press under 15 gm. will deliver 

reinforcement. 

Changes in foroe oontingency schedules ~ efiect duration at bar de

pression siudlar to the effects of changes in other schedules of reinforce

ment. If D (average response duration) is to be used as a meaau.re or behavior 

the possible effects o£ the bar force on D shou.ld be known. Sinee D 1s deter

lIined, in this oue. b7 the amount of time the mieroawi tch is olosed br the 

exertion of sufficient force on the bar" D is Ukely related to the par

ticular force contingency schedule under which the rat is working. For 

example, a rat with a ]) of .30 sec. on a 15 gil. bar IIo8T have a longer or 

shorter D on a 45 gra. bar. The present exper1Jllent, imrestigating the re

lationship between duration of response and changes in force contingency 

schedules, w.:Ul attempt to specify more clearly the relations between these 

dimensions of the bar press response. 

Experiment II is designed to .furnish soma information about human re

sponse duration" a heretofore neglected area of research. Since the develop

ment of the very oompl.ex atohing-to-sample schedules, which present the 

human subject 'With a task much more worthy of his capabilities, operant 

oondi tioning techniques are being used more and more in human drug studies. 



Hence ~ in order to develop more senai ti ve schedules, some study of human 

response duration must be attempted. In the present experiment, response 

duration will first be studied in a very simple task. Another task w.Ul 

later be introduced to determine 1:t the response duration can be al tend. 
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CHAPTER n 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The first mention of response duration as a measure of behavior in 

operant cond! tioning was made by Skinner (1938). In 8l18.lyzing the behavior 

of a rat trained to press a bar for water, he described response duration as 

one of the man;y dimensions of bar pressing behavi.or. Other dimensions in

cluded force, rate, and inter-response time. The characteristio measure of 

operant conditioning behavior, however, has been the rate of response. 

Skinner (1948) has expressed the belief that -the rate of responding appears 

to be the only datum that varies significantly' and in the expected direction 

under conditions which are relevant to the learning process.· In their ex

tensive stu~ of the effect of different schedules of reinforcement upon 

operant conditioning behavior, Ferater and Skinner (1957) used the rate of 

response exclusively as the measure of behavior. 

lot until 1954 (HIlrwitz) did a study appear which used duration as a 

measure of behav.1.or in operant conditioning. In his study', which used albino 

rats in the bar pressing situation, Hurwitz found that response duration vas 

a very sensitive measure of changes in behavi.or under the following conditions. 

Response duration was found to be subject to &y'stematic variation during the 

im tial period of learning, this variation decreasing with increased practice. 

In addition, both the absolute value of response duration and its variability 
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increased during extinction. In general" there was found to be an increased 

stereotopy ot response duration duri ng regular reinforcement and increased 

variability during extinction. These results led Hurwitz to oonclude that 

D ••• Sldnner's claims are excessive ..... Both the rate of response and t.he 

total response output made w1tbin a seJ.ected period of observation were found 

to be very- rough guides to the cha:ages in behavior occurring during extinction 

and to the changes which had. occurred throughout the learn1ng period. 

The importance of the other dimensions o£ the operant, in addition to 

response rate" is now being recognized. Gilbert (19$8) pointed out that it 

is possibJ.e to list seven dimensional properties of the operant. In these 

fundamental dimensioll8 he included latency. tempo, perseveration, duration, 

intension, extension, and direction. The dimensions he listed wre said to 

be fundamental in the sense that other operations of behavior measurement 

could be reduced to these seven and the seven could not be further reduced. 

Empirical oharacteri,stics of 8eTeral of these d:1mensi ons were discussed aDd 

particular reterence was made to the pi tralls of uner1 tically com.b1Jling the 

d1JIlensions. G1lbert also felt that response rate and response output are 

not always the most sensitive measures of behavior. In a recent book, re

necUng the latest trends in operant COnditioning, Sidman (1960) recognizes 

the tact that the rate of response is not the only important dimension of the 

operant. He mentions that latenq, duration, and torce :may also be used as 

valuable measures ot behavior. 

The force dimension of the bar press has also recently come under 

scrutiny'_ Trotter (19$68J 19$6b) found that the torce exerted on the bar 

was a tar more adequate JIlea.aure in the stud;y' of reactive inhibition, than was 
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the number of bar depressions. Force was found to have similar demensional 

properties to duration of response during regular reinforcement and ex

tinction (lot terman, 19$9). lotterman gave a detailed description or the 

emission of force by rats during acquisition and extinction of bar pressing 

responses. He was able to show that the distribution of forces (exerted in 

pressing the bar) emitted during acquisition peaked at a value approx:tmately 

twice that of the toree required for reinforcement, and that both magnitude 

and var:1abUity of torce decreased during acquisition and increased during 

extinction • 

.An ingenioue expel'iment, studying the general TariabUity of responses, 

was Undertaken by AntoniUs (1951). Twelve male al.b1no rats vere trained to 

l'W1 from a starting-feeding compartment to a $0 em. response slot, insert the 

nose in the dot, and return to the c~ent to receive tood. reinforcement. 

The v&r:1ability ot nose pOsition waa determined for each rat in terms ot the 

mean variation of the responae trom the median position. Over 6,600 photo

graphs oi nose-tbru.stiDg responses were analysed to detend.De response 

Variability d.uring UDOondit1oned responding, extended regular cond1tiomng, 

extiDction, and reconditioning. Variability vas tound to be cons1stentJ.y 

greater at the beginning than at the end. of the COnditioning and reeon

ctl.tiom.ng sessions. In addition, it was shown that the variability was 

relatively b1gh and followed no regular trend during unconditioned responding 

and exU.netion periods, in contrast to the low variability round during the 

conditioning and reconct1tioni.ng sessions. 

trotter (1951) has divided the bar pressing situation into three 

temporal components. the active time when the rat is to\1ching the barJ the 
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eating time spent in eating and picking up the food or water; and extra 

time spent in washing, resting, etc. With a well trained rat, active time 

and extra time are small, and. eating time mainly determines the rate of 

reward. delivery. Active time was found to be affected by a change oJ: the 

weight on tho bar, the time between relv-ard deliveries is affected by the 

amount of reward, and the extra time is affected by extinction conditions. 

In general, Trotter found results siDrllar to those of Hurwit., in that in

creases in D (a'Yerage response duration) from low values in extinction to 

high values in ext1nction were :found to be a oontinuOll8 prooess, with longer 

durations more common as extinction proceeded. 

One o:f the eIU"liest iotensi va studies of' bar press response duration 

was that perronned b:r Schaefer and SteiDhorst (1.959). In tlds study.. great 

care was taken in designing tha apparatus, so that the rat was able to set 

its own rate and duration of response. It was round that D differentiated 

among animals, but within one animal it was a relatively stable measure, 

rarely' varying more than .10 seoonds under regular reinforoement. Changes 

in schedules or reinforoement (as from oontinuous reinforcement to rein

forcement tor every fUth response) were followed by a significant increase 

in D, with a return to normal. af'ter the new schedule had been in e.rfect. tor 

several experimental sessions. It was also demonstrated that changes in 

some schedules of' reinforcement are not irrJmed1ately followed by a ohange in 

the rate of response, whereas theT are represented by immediate changes 

in response duration. 

Schaefer (1959) has also presented evidence to indicate that mild stress 

has no significant effect on the D of adult rats, but that rats which have 
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received stress earl.:r in lite have a higher D when they are adults, than 

a oontrol grc:ft1p which had received no stress. In a later study, Schaefer 

(19604) was able to show that small differences in the levers or bars of the 

apparatus are renected in changes in the normal D of the rats. An attempt 

has been made to decrease the normal D of one rat by reinforcing response 

durations which are less than the normal D (Schaefer, 1960b). The normal D, 

which vas found to be .28 sec., was not aign1:ticantJ.y ohanged, however, even 

after over 30 days of schedules whioh reinforoed the axd.al for durations as 

short as .1S sec. 

1 number ot reGent atud:1es have added to the general body' of information 

about D in the albino rat. M111enson and Htlrwitz (1961) exu1ned variations 

in response durations and suocessive runs of responses made by three rats in 

a lever pressing apparatus dIl.ring continuous reinforcement and a subsequent 

extinction session. Extinction seemed to produce an increase in dispersion 

and the central tendency of the response duratiOns, which had previously 

stabilized ~ continuous reinforcement in approximately' symmetrical dis

tributions. Under contiwou.s reinforcement the average response duration was 

.18 see., whereas during extinction it was .84 seconds. The,. concluded that 

behavioral measures, such as response duration, would supplement frequeDq' 

ot response &IS a convenient index of behavior Tariation# and thus aid in a 

more complete description of behavior under different experimental cond1 tiona. 

Margalies (1961) has received results that are very sbdlar to those ot 

Hurw1 tz. Response durations tor JO rats ware obtained tor operant leTe! re

sponding" regular reinforcement" and extinction. The results demonstrated. 

that the response duration 1faJ!J high in the operant level" declined to an 
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~tote in regular reinforcement, and again reached high values late in 

extinction. licsponse duration distributions found early in extinction were 

silailar to those obtained late in conditioning, whereas, distributions ob

tained late in extinction lUore closely resembled those obtained in t.he 

operant level. 

In the latest published stu~ in their series, ¥J.llenson, iIurwitz, and 

l'Iixon (1961) investigated the bar pressing behavior of 12 hooded rats u.sir~ 

l!lilk reinfol"ce.ment. TheY' found that when the rats were changed to fixed 

interval. reinforcement schedules from a continuous reinforcement training 

scheUe, the central tendency cmd dispersion of the response dura.tions re

mained two to tbrelJ times higher than tho corresponding values obtained under 

continuous reinforcerr16Ilt. In addition, under a fixed ratio schedule, where 

the rat receives rein1'orc~1ent for ever.y fifth response, asymmetrical 

duration distributions are obtained, uhich show a narrow dispersion and low 

median. Fina.lly', it was found that for many schedules of reinforcement there 

wa.a no consistent change in the response dw."'ations, and that for these par

ticular schedules, the ohanges in the response rate were mol'S sensitive than 

'Were the changes in response duration. 

Response duration is a temporal aspect of behavior and possibly bears 

some relationship to tempo. There is some evidence that r~hmic patterns 

and an innate temporal organisation of behavior is common to both animals 

and plants (Brown, 1959). In an intensive study of temporal behavior in 

human subjects, using 59 different tests, Rimoldi (195l) concluded that 

Hindi vidLi.als seem. to be constant through long periods oi' time in their tempo 

characteristics." IdJuoldi and Cabansld. (1961) have presented some interesting 
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evidence to indicate that tempo in hu:man subjects has an intra-individual 

stability that is not urJike that found for r3sponse e;'u.ration in r.s.ts. 

An excellent review of the ternpo literature can be f01;;nd in Caba.:nski (1961). 



OHAPTER III 

PROCEll1RE AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT I 

,Apparatus 

ODe exper1mental chamber, having interior dimensions of 12 in. long, 

13.5 in. wide. and 7.5 in. high, vas used for the entire exper1ment. The 

chamber, a bar-pressing apparatus with a lever and dipper at one end of the 

box, waa placed in an insulated oooler chest to eliminate outside lighting 

and noise disturbanoes. The dipper was positioned so that it came up at the 

midpo1nt of the front panel at floor level. and was operated by' a motor lo

cated within the box and dipper mechanism, w:lred so that the dipper vas on'l7 

presented in the exper1llental. chamber when the rat pressed the bar with a 

certain lIIin:1ml.:ull force. The dipper held .12 00. water, and its complete 

operation of oom1ng up and retl:J"r~; f,,~ to the reservoir requ.1red 6 sec. (1 sec. 

cOlld.ng UPJ 3 sec. in the chamber. and 2 sec. returning to the reservoir). 

Therefore, in a 10 Ddnute eusion a rat could receive no more than 100 rein

forcements. 

The bar or lever, which vas mounted on the front panel, 3 in. to the 

left of the dipper and 1.5 in. trOll floor level, consisted of a brass rod 

with a brass loop, .5 in. in diameter, fUsed to the end of the rod. The 

onlT part of the lever that extended into the e:xper:1.mental chamber was the 

brass loop. The lever could only be moved in a downward direction (4 _.) 

12 
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by Ss" and a lS gill. d.ownward force on the lever closed a microswitch. 

The bar was attached to a spring on a set screw whioh could be tightened or 

loosened. In this wq, the amount of force required to close the micro

sw.1. tch could be increased or decreased. Since the bar itself weighed onl7 

:3 gm." the :1.nertia of the mass of the bar was small enough to be disregarded. 

The JIleaSUr8 of .. an response duration per session (D) was obta1ned in 

the following wrq_ The micro81d.tch attached to the bar was in circu.1t with 

an electronic pulse tormer (24 vdc), which was set at a frequency ot 10 

pulses per second. The coil of a relq (24 vdc) was also in this circNi t. 

Therefore, when the bar was pressed, the rel.q would close every .10 sec. 

The DOftIal.ly closed poles of this relq were connected to another oiroui t 

between ground (24 vdc) and a stepper switch (P'or:lnger, Model 10. 1192). 

Th1s stepper had 10 posi tiona, each of which was connected to a counter. The 

closing of the bar m1.orosw1 teh tor less than .10 sec. would close the relq 

once. appl.y1.ng ground to the stepper sw.:l tch once, which in turn would supply' 

ground from the £irst pos! tion of the stepper and. tch to the first counter, 

reco.rd1ng a "0001" in the first counter. (See figure 1). 

In this wq a bar press of less than .10 sec. duration was recorded in 

the first counterJ a bar press of between .10 and .20 sec. was recorded in 

the second counter, etc.) and bar presses over .90 sec. were recorded. in the 

tenth counter. Thus, a frequency distribution ot the duration of the bar 

presses was obtained on the counters during eaoh an1mal' 8 session in the 

apparatus. 
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Fig. 1. Simplified Schematic Drawing of Electrica:l Circuit and Apparatus 
used in Measuring Response Duration. 



SUbje~ta and. Procedure 

Sixteen male albino rats of' the Sprague-Dawley strain were given 44 

ten mimte sessions (one session a day) in the experimental obalaber. Prior 

to this they' had been given 10 dqs of training in pressing the bar tor water 

reintorcement, during wb:ich the response rates ot the an1mals stabilized. 

2.'be train1.ng period was giv.n in the same chamber as the 44 s .. sioM. and 

re:l.ntorcament was contingent upon a minimum of 15 gm.. of force being exerted 

on the bar. All Sa '{<Jere !ed on an ad 1ib schedu1e of Rockland Rat Diet 

pellets and were approximately 150 day's old at the beginning of the experi

ment. In addition to the vater received in the experiJaentaJ. chamber.. each 

rat was given 5 minutes access to water in its home cage atter each session. 

The hour of' testing was approximateJ.y the same fram day' to day (plus or milJU8 

two hours). 

The 44 experimental sessions were divided into three sets of' tr1al.s. 

The pre-e:xperiaeDtaJ. period consisted ot 7 da.:1.:!.y sessions in wbich reinforc .... 

ment was contingent upon pressing the bar with a minimwa torce of 15 p. 

Using the data trOll these s.ssions, Ss were d1:vided into tour lIS.tehed groups 

(4 Ss in each group). The arumaa were se1eeted so that the _an D of each 

group was either .34 or .JJ S8O. One group (e) was the control and the other 

grou.ps (~I ~ .. and B3) were experimental. 

The experimental. pe!"iod oonsisted of 25 da1ly sessions in whioh the 

force contingency sohedules varied for the tour groups in the following 'AT' 

GroIlp e (control) -- reinforcement contingent upon a mini..mwJ1 of 15 gm. of 

torce exerted on the barJ GrOllP E:J. - reinforcement contingent upon a mini

mwa of JO gill. exerted on the barJ Group &2 - reinforcement contirlgent upon 



a minimum. of 4, gm. exerted upon the bar; and Group I) - reinforcement 

contingent upon a minilm:ul of 60 gm. of force exerted upon the bar. 

16 

The post-e:x;perimental period consisted of 12 daily sessions in which 

reinforcement was contingent upon a ndn:i.mum of 15 gIll. of force exerted on 

the bar for all animal.s. 

A. 5UlIIIII&l"Y' of the experimental procedures in effect for the three sets 

of sessions is given in Ta.ble 1. 

TABLE I 

FORCE COllTINGENCY SCHEmLES (IN GRAMS) III EFFECT FOR THREE SETS 

OF DAILY SESSIONS FOR HATCmm GROUPS OF ALBINO RATS 

Groups Pre-lx.periJDe,ntal. 
(7 sessions) 

Experimental 
(2$ sessions) 

Post-lxperimental. 
(12 sessions) 

C 15 gil. 15 gm. 15 ga. 

~ 15 gill. ';0 gm. 15 gil. 

12 15 gm. 45 em. 1, gra. 

I,; 15 gill. 60 gin. 15 gil. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT I 

The results of this study are swmnarized in Table 2, which shows the 

changes in mean DIS and mean response outputs for the tour groups of rats 

during the three sets of trials. 

TABLE 2 

HEAN AND SD OF RESPONSE OUTPUT AND DURATION (SEC.) OF FOUR aROUPS OF RATS 
UNDER V ARnHG FORCE CONTINGENCY SCHEOOLES 

Groups ~tal !xPerimental. ~08t~ntal 

!NE- D R.eSR* D Reap. J) - -
H SD 11 SD H SD K SD M SD M SD - - - -- - - -- - - -

c 1.39 23.95 • .34 .08 113 .30.06 .35 .10 102 15.83 .ll .10 

~ 131 29.09 .33 .10 98 23.41 .24 .06 97 23.41 .29 .10 

12 l44 46.40 • .34 .08 B4 20.02 .20 .04 94 16.93 .32 .11 

13 109 26.69 .:U .10 8S 28.6J. .19 .03 90 13.47 .43 .11 

Two anal.y'ses of variance were performed to test the significance of the 

dU'ferences in ]) (Melilemar, 1955). An ana.l.y'sis of the mean DB for the ex

perimental sessions is given in Table 13. This ana.l.y'sis indicates that there 
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were significant decreases in D as a resul.t of increases in the foree can

t.ingency schedules. 

-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN De FOR EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS 

Source 

Between 

Within 

dt 

) 

12 

ss 

.06 

.04 

Variance p 

6.81 

In Table 4 an analysis of the mean .os of the exper1.mental and post

experimental sessions is given. The interaction between the groups and the 

two sessions shows that the size of the increase in D6 occurrine as a resuJ.t 

of decreases in the foroe contingeno.y schedule6 is a function of the leval 

of D prior to the decrease in the force contingency schedule. 

Figu.rea 2, ), 4, and 5 indicate how the mean 1ls and :mean response out

puts varied in the four groups o£ rats, day by day, during the It.4 aer;sioM 

of the experiment. The ll10st obvious points of' inter"~.Jt ill the.j~, _ ~gllres are 

the transition points between changes in force contingency schedules. Group 

C, which was under a 15 gram schedule £01" all three sets of trials, shows no 

s1zabl.e increase or decrease in the mean D at -the first transition point 

(between the prt3-experimental and e:xperimentaJ. sessions) or the second tran

si tioD pextnt (between the experimental and post-experimentaJ. sessions). 

Group ~, however, when changed from a 15 gm. to a ,30 gm. schedule, showed a 



deerease of .06 sec.; when changed back to a 15 gm • .force contingency 

schedule showed an increase o.f .15 sec. When Group 12 was changed to a 
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45 gm. schedule, the D decreased .19 sec., and increased .36 sec. when put 

back on the 15 gm. schedule. Group E3, in its transi tiona .from the 15 gm.. 

schedule to 60 gm. and back to 15 gm." decreased .12 seo. and increased. 

.45 sec., respectively. 

TABLE 4 

ANALYSIS fJI VARIANCE BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND POST-EXPERIMENTAL 
SESSIONS AND FOUR GROUPS OF RATS 

Saurce SS Variance P P 

Rows* 12 .1026 .0086 - -
Blocks** .3 .0263 .0088 4.29 L..oS 

*** Co1UJIIM 1 .07$0 .0750 36.73 <.001 

B)( C 3 .0806 .0269 13.19 <.001 

Remainder 12 .0245 .0020 --- -
~nd1 vidllal rats **Pour groups of rats 
***Experimental and post-experimental sessions 

Considering the mean De o.f the groups for each block o.f trials (see 

P'igs. 6-9), the stability of the control groupts D is again noted. The ex

perimental groups" however" shaw a progress! vely sharper decrease in D with 

a greater force required to obtain reinforcement. Si.m:Uaril.y'" when the 

experimental groups were changed back to the 15 gm. schedule, the greater 

the change in the schedule, the greater was the increase in D. 
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In FiglU'es 10-1). the .lllfi}a.tl total responses gil'en during the three sets 

of triaJ.s are presented. The cuntro1 group shows a decrease from 139 to 

113 to 102, avar the three sets o£ triala. Group E:t had a mean :..:"esponse 

output of 131 tor the pre-experimental sessions, and 98 and 97 tor the ex

perimental. and post-exper1mental. sesaions. Both Groups 12 and 13 showed 

s:1nri 1 ar response trends over the three sets of trlala. Group 12 gave 144, 

84, and 94 responses, respectively, for the pre-exper1mental., aperimental, 

and poat-exper;l.Jaental. sessiona, whereas, GroIlp 13 gave mean response out

puts of 109, 8S, and 90. 

Pigu.re 14 represents the mean De tor the experimental sessions of the 

four groups of rats plotted as a £unction of the force contingency schedules. 

,.....,. 
til 
'tj 

§ 
0 
Q) 
til ......, 
s:: a 

:r:1 E3 (1j a 

l5gm. 30gm. 45gm. 60gm. 

Force Contingena,y Schedule 

Fig. 14. Mean D of Four Groups of Rats under Four Force 
Contingency Schedules. 



CIIlPTER V 

mscusSION OF EXPERIMENT I 

It is clear .from the results or this experiment that changes in tore. 

contingency schedules have marked eftects on the duration ot response. The 

De of the control group, wbich received no change in schedule, did not sig

niticantly change during the three seta of trial.s. The experiJaental groups, 

however" showed sign.1t1cant differences in their DB atter the cba.nges in 

force contingency schedules. 

There 1s an apparent iDV'erae relationship between D and changes in torce 

contingency schedules (see Fig. 14), since an 1ncreue in the foro. schedule 

is followed 'by a d.aorease in D. That this is not a linear tunction mq be 

due to '!;.he rat approaching the lower lim1t of ita DJ i.e., it is not 

ph1'8ical.lT able to press the bar .for a shor+..er period. It i8 dollbttul the 

J.1mitations coul.d be in the apparatus, because it wa.a found that presses as 

short as .os 8ec. were sufficient to be recorded and to trigger reinforcement. 

In eha.ng:i.ng trQ1ll a high .foroe contingtmC7 schedule to a low torce schedule, 

there is also an inverse relationship, the greater the decreaae in the foree 

schedule, the greater the increase in D. 

The ertect of chang::l.ng torce contingenq sohedllles upon D was not t __ 

PorU7. tor there was no indication throughout the 2S sessiona of the ex

perimental. trials that the Da would ever return to their nol"JlUil leYel, as long 
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as the animals remained on the high force schedules. Once the 15 gm. 

schedule was reinstated.. however ~ the De no longer remained decreased. 

Apparently, increases in force conti~ency schedules have a different effect 

on D than do changes in reinforcement schedules of the err (continuou.s re .. 

inforcemellt) and Fft (fixed ratio) types. Schaefer and Steinhorst (1959) 

tou.nd -Ulat changes in schedules of this latter t.ype produced onl.7 temporary 

increases in D under the new schedule, with D raturning to its normal. level 

after five days. The present experiment, on the other hand, has indicated 

that inCl-easeS in force contingency schedules have permanent decreasing 

effects on the D during the entire period the an:1mal. is on the new force 

schedule. 

However, decreases in force contingency schedules and changes from erf 

to n schedules appear to have similar effects on D, for 1n both there i8 an 

initial inereaae in D. The difference is that a cbange from cri' to FR in

creases D, which eventually" returns to the D obtained l.Ulder crf; tmereaa, the 

results of decreasing force contingency- schedules, £ or e:r...ample, from. 45 gil. 

to 15 gIll., wlll be a temporU"T large increa.ee in D with a gradual return to 

the D of the 15 gra. schedule, not of the b5 gill. achedule (see hg. 4). The 

relation of this ini t1al overcompensation in D to compensatory rates of 

bar pressing (ll'erster and Sld.nner, 1957) would be interesting to investigate. 

The control group' s data support the tind1nga of Schaefer and Steinhorst 

(19)9) that D is a stable measure of behaVior, provided that the force con

tingency schedule is held constant. D, therefore, should not be considered 

as an absolute value, bu.t should always be regarded in terms of D related to 

a part.1cular force cont:i.nceJlCy- Schedule. "D obtained from a rat in an 



apparatus that requires the exertion of 1.$ gm. of torce on the bar to 

trigger reinforcement id.ll be longer than the D obtained tor the same rat 

on a 30 gill. bar. 
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In &ddt tion to decreasing the D, an increase in the torce contingency 

schedl11.e also reduced the standard deviations ot the durations (see Table 2). 

It D 18 to be used as an experimental measure of behavior, in dru.g studies, 

tor e.xaaple, a large range of varJ.a.tion in D mq be needed, wbich would re

quire the uae of a low torce contingency schedule. Studies on ti.m1ng be

havior, therefore, should not overlook the torce required to perform the re

SPODSe, sinoe the standard. deviation of the durations is reduced under higher 

force eontingeD01' Schedules. 

The construction of the apparatus used in this stuctr allowed _aaur1Dg 

D for a bar press sutticiently strong to overcOlllll the combined resistance of 

a spring and the merOM tab lffrllch served to trigger the reinforcement. .&1-

thau.gh other deSigns are possible, the present apparatus contoru to leTer 

arrangements that are conventionally used. The topography of the response 

begins to change quite drastical.l7 when clevices are used which difter tram 

that described •• the response utilized in this stuctr was an unmistakable 

bar preas, not a jiggle of the bar, not a biting of the bar, etc. 

It is true that the dafin1 tion of D as us.d in this stuct..r 'I'aIq not be the 

one in which another investigator may be inter.sted. It could be said that 

the operations pertOl"Jlled. do not measure the ·tru. ... D. Should the "true" D 

be measured tram. the exertion of the tiniest, infinitesimal torce on the bar? 

Going back even further, the D might be considered as the beginning of the 

excitation ot JllU.8cle tissue. These are only two alternate de.fi.nitiOD8 ot D. 



In view of these other possible definitions of D or duration of response, 

the conclusions lnade frOllt this study must be regarded in terms ofD defi.ned 

as the amount o.f time the m:1croswitch was closed for each response. 

In a previOllS study (Scha.e.f'er, 1960)" it was found that rats, run for 

at least 12 daily periods in a bar pressing apparatus, can learn the systems 

l1m:ltations of that apparatus. An inspection ot the mean response outputs 

(see Figs. 10-13) tor the four groups or rata used in the present study 

tends to support this concJ.us1on. Since the dipper motor could deliver no 

more than 100 reinforcements per 10 minute session, total response outputs 

of over 100 per session involved wasted effort. Groups C and ~ progressively 

reduced their responses untll during the post-exper1mental period thaT 

approached 100. The response outputs of 12 and I) may have been influenced 

bY' the change to higher tarce contingency scbedul.es, for their responses 

were reduced to levels below 100. HoweVer, when put back on the IS gm. 

schedule in the post-exper.1mental period" their mean response outputs also 

approached 100. It seems that the 8romals were able to learn the limitations 

of the apparatus, and adjust their behav.ior to operate at a more efficient 

level. 



CHAPTER VI 

PROCElXlRE AID DESIOI OF EXPERIKENT II 

Apparatus 

,1 sem1-soundproot testJ.ng booth in the Loyola perception laboratory 

(Lake Shore Campus) was used for all experimental sessions. The dimensions 

of the room ware 7 feet wide, 11 feet long, and 7.S teet h:1gh. .An exhaust 

tan, operating continuously to provide for ventilation, also served to mask 

arrr d:l.stract1ng auditory stimu.l1. The room was 1llu:m:inated by fiuorescent 

lighting. 

,1 large table (3 feet by 6 feet) was centered in the room with an opaque 

screen placed on the table so as to divide it into two .3-foot square •• ctions. 

At one end. o£ the table, near the door of the booth, was placed a chair tor 

S. A chair for I was located at the OPPosite end. The screen concealed E 

and the record1ng apparatus trom sts view (see Fig. 1.$). 

The apparatus located at the Send. o£ the table consisted of two rec

tangular boxes, one plaoed on top of the other. The lower box, covered 

entirel.y' by black cardboard. bad. a response lever projecting from the front 

side. 1he upper box, constructed of black galvanized metal. had a reaction 

time kq in the upper right hand corner of the tront Side, and a circular 

opening to the left-center of the key. Just below this opening was a metal 

cup. Placed on the table, to the left of' the boxes, was a 60 watt light bulb, 
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IlOUllted in a socket on a board, with wires going to the rear of the lower 

box. In front of the bulb was placed a stack of bingo carda. 1'0 the right 

side of the bans was a large metal cup and a supply of· bingo markers (see 

Fig. 16). 

Enclosed in the upper box was a marble supply and motor, which, when 

operated, delivered marbles down a tube to the opening on the front su:ri'ace 

of the box. The response lever (lower box) was oonnected to a microswitoh, 

so that when the lever was pressed with a force of at least 63 P., an elec

trical ciraui t was closed, starting a response daration clocle. When the 

lever was released the circuit opened again, stopping the clock. Simul

taneOWll.7, upon the release of the lever, another circuit vas closed, 

operating a motor which delivered one marble down the tube and into the metal 

cup (see Fig. 17). 

A black bingo number was painted on each of the 7$ Dllti-colored glass 

marbles used in the apparatus. Standard bingo cards and wooden markers were 

also used. 

The reaction time key (upper box) was oonnected in a series oircu1. t 1d. th 

the stimulus key and the reaction time olock. A press of the stimulus key 

by E had the simul. taneons effect of lighting the 60 watt bulb and starting 

the reaction time clock. This clock continued running untU the reaction 

time key was released by S. 

The recording apparatus, COnsisting of the response duration clock and 

the reaction time clock (both calibrated in lOOs of a second), was placed at 

the I end of the table. The reaction time stimulus key was located midway 

between the two clocks. 



Subjeots and Prooedure 

All 21 StlbJects were male students (17 to 19 'T8US old) ~ Loyola 

Uni versi ty and vere enrolled in freshman general psychology courses. The 
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Ss volunteered for the expe.r.i.ment by writing their names on a sign-up sheet" 

which was circulated in the psychology cluses on the Lake Shore Campus. In 

Ilddi tion to brieny describing the experiment as a study of luck in playing 

bingo, the sheet explained that three cash prizes ($lS, $10, and $5) would 

be given to the winners of the greatest number 0:£ games. The students were 

also told that this experiment would complete their obligation of serving 

as subjects in experiments, a requirement for freshman psyohology students. 

mach S came in for an individual. 15 minute session for 2l consecutive 

school dqs (i..e., not incl.uding Saturdays. Sundqs, or holidq's). The first 

two sessions consis~ed of an orientation in which each S was given more 

details about the procedure, and the testing time for each day was arranged. 

The Ss were told the expariment was a study of the day to day changes 

in luck whl..le pl¢ng a game of chance over a period of days. They would 

receive SO bingo numbers each day and their d.a.:1.:b' score WIlld be deter.ud.ned 

by the number of games won and the actual DUlIlbers they rece! vee:!. Tbey were 

led to believe that these scores were to be determined by a cc:aplex scoring 

method 80 that they would never know how well they were doing, nor could 

they compare their acbievement with &rI.Y' other subject. 

Following the two orientation sessions were 18 sessions in which the Ss 

pl.81'8d bingo. These sessions were divided into three groups: 9 pre-e:xper1-

mental.. 5 experlmental... and 4 post-e:xper1mental sessions. 

nuo:lng the 9 pre-experimental seSSiOns" all. 21 subjects were te.ted 
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under the following procedure I S came into the testing booth at the pre

soribed time and sat in the chair placed directly in front of the response 

and marble apparatus. S then selected one bingo card .from the pUs of cards 

fOllIld at the lett of the apparatus and placed it on the table directly in 

front of the response lever. From a container of wooden markers S took one 

marker and placed it in the tree spot on the bingo card. 

E.. i'irst recording the subject I s name and date on the data sheet. then 

took his chair on ·t..i.e other side of the screen and asked S to begin whenever 

he was read1". (S was giv'3n the option of using eit..b&r the right or left hand. 

but the SLlYle hand De to be used to depress the lever tor all sesaions.) S 

then proceeded to press the response lever. After S released the lever, a 

marble was ejeoted into the marble cup. S then read out loud the number on 

the :marble, and i!' that number was .found on the bingo oard S marked it wi. th 

a. wooden marker. (3 was led to believe that E was recording the actual bingo 

X'JUlI1ber received as called out by the subject, and that the oards would be 

cheolced a!'ter each game. E was aotually recording the duration of each. lever 

depression ae it was ma.de.) The marble was then placed in a cup to the right 

or the bingo oard. S then proceeded to press the lever until a game of bingo 

was won (i.e ... five consecutive markers, horlzontaJ.ly" vert1cally, or 

diagonally'). When S won a game he said "bingo" and E took his card and 

placed it behind the screen. The marbles already" rece! ved were then replaced 

in the marble apparatus and the subject was aJ.lowed to select another oard. 

The session lfllS concluded when S had received a. total of 50 bingo numbers. 

Each d:dly session followed the same method, withE reminding .s which hand 

be had used the day" before. 
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For the UeA-t 5 sessions (experimental) the subjects were divided into 

tw groups: II corltrol subjects (grO'.lP C) and 10 e:x:penmenW (group E). 

These groups ,rere det..erndned by 3e1cctj.ng subjects so that the mean response 

mrration of each group for the first 9 sessions was approximately the same. 

During the experimentaJ. sessions the procedure for group C remained the same. 

::m t the procedure for grQUp E was varied in the following way. Having been 

told -1:.hat, the relationship between luck and reaction time was now going to 

be studied, S was instructed to press the reaction tin,e key.t and to hold it 

dotm until he saw the 60 watt bulb Uluminat.ed. Then he was to release the 

key a.s quickly as possible. Following each react.ion time re6'Ponse" S was 

to pr;:ss the response lever as usual to obtain marbles. 

E foll()'W)3d the usual procedure ill reaction time testing by giving Ii. 

ready signal (the word "ready"), which pree.eded the light stimulus by various 

tL~es between 0 and 3 seconds. In addition to reoording response duration, 

E also recorded the reaction time atter each of the 50 stimulus presentations. 

The procedure for the .final 4 sessions (post-experirnent.c'1l.) was the same 

as that of tlw pre-experimental sessions for both groups. 

On the 21st session, no binGO games wara pl~ed. The subjsots were 

asked thres questions by the experimenter.. (1) To the best of yOOZ' know

ledge. were y~a suffering trmn any illness, drug affeots, or hangover while 

playing binao during any of the sessions? (2) Did 4!lY'one tell yC'JD. this 

aperinll3nt wa.s designed to study sOJIlGthing other than what we told you? 

(3) What are your general i:rupreasions about ·the axpe.r.1.lllant? 

.A!.ter E recorded 'the an8Wers to these questions, the subjects were thanked 

for their oooperation" the prize winners were announoed and given their aoll87. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS OF EXPEHIM£NT II 

Mean response durations were obtained for each subject after each daily 

session. These were then used to calculate the group meana for each da;r. 

Figure 18 gives the mean response durations of group C and group 1& for 

the 18 testing sessions. The first gap in the plotted data represents the 

end of the pre-experimental sessions and the beginning of the experimental. 

sessions. Dt1r::J.ng the experimental sessions" group E was required to perform 

the additional reaction time task, whereas the task of group C remained the 

same. The second gap in the plot represents the end of the experimental 

sessions and the beginning of the 4 post-experimental. sessions. 

In .Figure 19 the standard deviations of the group mean response durations 

are given. The gaps represent the same changes as in Figure 18. 

The mean response durations for the two groups are given in Figure 20 

for the three sets of ses81ons. S1.milari1:r, the standard deviations for the 

group response durations are given for the pre-experimental, experimental, 

and post-experimental sessions in Figure 21. 

Using a Hann-Whi tney U test, the difference in mean response duration 

for group C and group I, during the experimental seSSions, is Significant. 

The U was found to be 86, and. using the correction for ties a • of 2.4 was -
obtained, which represented a p of .0082. The M'anD-Whi tney teat was used 

because the variances of the group mean response durations were llOfloooohomo
'20 
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genous (Siegel, 1956), 

10 attempt was made to anal.yze the reaction times obtained tram the 

experimental subjects (group E). because the range of reaction times tor all 

subjects and all days was extremelT small. The lowest RT was.l' sec. and 

the highest was .21 sec. 

To the first two cquestions aslced of the subjects at the end ot the ex

per:1Jaent all the answers were IIno". The answers to the third question in

dicated that all subjects were very interested in the experiment, especiall.y 

because of the cash prizes. About one-third of the subjects suspected that 

the experimenter was not telling them the real purpose ot the studT, but no 

subject reported that he had guessed what measurements were being reco~d, 

other than reaction times and bingo numbers. 



mscuSSION OF EXPERIMENT II 

An inspection of the data presented in Figures 18 and 20 gives a clear 

picture of' the gradual decrease in response duration f'or group 0 over the 

18 sessions. Although the decrease after the first session is the largest~ 

a steady trend is apparent until £inall.y the response duration reaches a low 

of .17 sec. on the last session. Margulies (1961) also has noted that 

duration declines during regular reinforcement with rats as subjects. It is 

of course rather obvious that even a simple task" such as pressing a lever, 

can undergo some adaptation, and eventually be executed in a more ei"£ic1ent 

manner. 

The dispersions of' the response durations of group 0 (seel'igures 19 

and 21) also seem to follow a decreasing trend. This same effect was found 

bY' HUlenson and Hurv.l.tz (1961) and is related to the decrease in duration, 

sinee an increase in efficiency is more than likelY' to show up in both 

10'il8r8d time and lowered variance. 

The important point to note about the decreases, in terms of' f1t.nd1ng 

sensitive measures of' behavior, 1s that atter the first two sessiOns, there 

are very gradual decreases. Therefore, any change in duration that is larger 

than .04 sec. will be easi17 seen. 

This is exactl.y' what is found when the data of group E is inspected. 

44 
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])Iring the pre-e:xper1.mental. sessions the durations of group E follow very 

closely those of group C. However, once the reaction time task isintro

duced to group i" there is a dramatic decrease of .06 sec. in their response 

durations. The durat.ion was significantly altered from that of the control 

group. When the react.ion time task was no longer given during the post.

e:x:peri.m.ental. sessions, the duration increased again to a point near its 

previous level. 

There are JnanY possible explanations for the decreasing effect of the 

reaction t1me task on response duration (set" muscle tension" stress, etc.), 

but to detel"Rdne these was not the purpose of the study. It was simply 

guessed that a response to a reaction time situation might alter duration. 

That was the sole reason for picking this particular task. The fact that 

response duration could be al tared at all is more importan1; in temns of this 

stuq than wtq it was al tared. 

It should be noted that in grOl.lp C response duration never reached a 

clear lONer lim1 t. Th1s was probably dale to the relati veJ.;r small number of 

.essions in vhicb the subjects were tested. By extending the 18 seesiona to 

)0 or more, it is 11 kely that the response duration would .tinally stahl lize. 

Since tb1s study cannot show stable durations, however" it cannot be con

cludeQ that human response durations are as stable as those found in other 

orgard_. 

On the other hand, since hwaan response durations were found. to follow 

gradual and consistent decreasing trends, and since it was also found that 

the durations can be altered, it u.n be concluded that huma.n response durations 

IrJB'T be as sensitive as those found in other orgam.sms. 



CHAPTER IX 

GENERAL mSCUSSION 

The two studies given above were presented as independent experiments. 

No attempt was made to coapare response duration in rats and humans. To sq 

that a human pressing a lever for cash prizes is performing a comparable 

task to a rat preHing a bar for water i8, putting i t mildly. going beyond 

the data. The whole po1nt of theae stud1es was to furnish ad.d1 tional evi

dence tbat reaponse duration is a reliable and sensi ti va uasure of behavior, 

ODe that should be ut.illzed in forming new schedules of re1nforoement. Since 

pharmacologists and neurochemists use operant conditioning techniques 1d. th 

both rats a.nc:i humans, it was decided to 8tw.\Y response duration in both. 

The data presented in Figures 3-5 clearly indicate that D is often 

more sensitive am reliable than response rate. The response rate (actwall)" 

response Otltput 1s plotted. but since the sessions were all the same length, 

the rates are directJ.y related to output) has many nuctuations, whereas 

the D remains stable until the schedule is changed. Then D shows drastic 

effects, while the response rate continues to fiuctuate. There is no dif

ficult,.. pioking out the changes in sohedu.les using D as the JIl88.8Ure, but 

with response rate the indications are not clear. 

It is not possible to compare response rate with response duration in 

exper1.lIent II, but it 1s demonstrated that human response duration in itself' 
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bas quite a degree ot rel1abUi ty and sensi ti vi ty. The duration gradually' 

and consistently decreased over the 18 sessions for group C. Group It s 

per£ozma.nce would have followed this very olosely, but for the introduction 

of the reaction time task, which produced dramatic changes in duration. 

It ~ be argued that since the variables producing the changes in 

duration in the above experiments were external, whereas the phar.m.acolog1sts 

and chemists are interested in manipulating internal. variables (by injecting 

drugs, etc.)" is it possible to general.1ze from. one study to the other? 

There is some e'Vidence showing that schedules ot reinforcement, which are 

espeCially senei ti ve and reliable in relation to external changes, bave the 

same charaoteristics in relation to internal changes (Sidman, 1960J Ferater 

and Skinner, 19$7). Therefore, response durat:lon should prOTe to be as 

good a measure ot behaTior when used in drug studies as it was in the above 

experiments. In support ot tbis, SOM work baa recently been started 

measuring response duration in pigeone (K1ngtgen and .Apnson, 1963). The 

early data suggests that in using both response duration and response rate, 

a more reliable and seDei tift measure ot behavior is obtained than when 

ei tber is used alone. 



CHAPTER X 

SUMKARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Two independent experiments were designed to furnish additional infor

mation about response duration so that this measure of behavior oould even

tually be uNd in developing more sensitive sohedules of re1.nforcement. 

lbperiment I, Sixteen albino rats were trained to press a bar for water 

re1nforcoent on a force conti.ngeney schedule, whereby only bar presses of 

15 p.. or ewer would trigger reinforcement. The average duration of the bar 

preases (D) and the number of responses (bar presses) ware recorded tor 44 

dail.y ten minute sessions. Atter the first 7 ~ on a 15 gill. torce con

tingency schedule, the animals were divided into four groups" so that the mean 

Ds were approxima.tely the same for each group. Then 25 more sessions were 

given during which either a lS, )0, 45_ or 60 gm. toree was requ:i.red to press 

the bar and obtain reinforcement. Follcnd.ng thiS, the final 12 sessions were 

given on a 1$ gill. torce contingency schedule. The results indicated that 

( .. ) an 1Mrease in the force contingellCl' schedule is followed by .. significant 

deoraase in DJ (b) the larger the increase in the force schedule, the greater 

the decrease in D, untU the lower l1al t is reached, (c) the D remains de

creased as long as the animals remain on the increased force schedule, (d) 

.. deoraase in the force schedul.e is followed by a significant increase in DJ 

(e) the larger the decrease in the force schedule, the greater the initial 
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1Dcreue in D, followed by a gradual return to the nOl"lUll. DJ and (1') the 

anhnals appeared to learn the reinforcement limitations of the apparatus 

and. approached a more ef.tecient level of response output, as oompared with 

the original response output. 

Bxperiment II I Twenty-one freshman college mal.es plqed bingo games 

during 18 daily individual testing sessions. The subjects obtained the 

bingo numbers, wbich were painted on marbles. by pressing a response lever. 

n¢ng bingo in the standard way. a total. of 50 nwnbers was g1 Ten each 

session (one number for each lever depression). Cash prizes were offered to 

the winners of the greatest number of games over the 18 session experiment. 

While the subjects thought the experimenter was recording bingo numbers, 

response chlrations of each lever depression were actually being recorded. 

After 9 seSSiOns, the subjects were divided into two groups with 

approx:1matel.y the same lll8all response duration. One group pl.qed bingo as 

usual, but the other group for the next S sessions had to perform a reaction 

tiJIe task betore they could get their bingo number in the previous way. 

Both grou.ps plqed bingo in the uaual. way for the .tina! 4 sessions. 

It was concluded that over 18 sessions, human response durations follow 

a consistent and gradual decreasing trend. In addition, it was found that 

bnman response durations can be significantly altered by the performance of 

a reaction time task i.mmediately before the response duration task. It was 

further concluded that, while human response durations do not stabilize 

wi t.b1n 18 sessions. the sensi t1 vi ty of this measure of behavior is 8S high 

8S that found in other organi8B&8. 



Response duration appears to be a reliable and sensitive measure 

of behavior in both rats and. hwn.ans and should. be utilized in developing 

new scheCkll.es of reinforcement suitable for research in pharmacology and 

neurochemistry. 

so 
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